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OVERVIEW

Staying current in this digital age of transformation is

no longer a matter of choice – it’s a matter of survival. A fight

against the fittest in a fierce and competitive market that

requires you to not only be one step ahead of the game in

order to succeed, but ahead of your competitors too. 

 

You need agility, integrity, intelligence and cost-efficiency

within your organisational processes in order to stand out

from the crowd and differentiate yourself from competitors in

what is fast becoming a level playing field for all. 

 

Infor OS offers all that and more. A future-proof operating

service that serves as the foundation for your step towards

digital transformation. Its focus is on delivering technology

solutions that go far beyond just enabling your business to

achieve more. It’s the driving force behind your ability to

unify your business systems and processes and the

foundation for your entire ecosystem. 

 

The result? A connected, seamlessly integrated, intelligent

network that automates, anticipates, accelerates, predicts

and informs your stakeholders in everything they do.

 

With Infor OS, your company has access to deep analytics,

advanced collaboration, and powerful development tools—

all with a mobile-first design, open source compatibility, and

powerful integration capabilities to make unified

management structure a reality.

 

 

Infor OS: Your Future Operating Service
 

Continuous Evolution & the Foundation for Enterprise
Success
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Highlights

Unified user experience

Application builder

Networked analytics & business intelligence

Intelligent digital assistant for advice & feedback

Automation of multi-step & complex tasks

Digital document management

Open business process integration

Artificial Intelligence (AI) transparency

Key highlights include:

 

 

How is all this possible?

Coleman Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Infor Data Lake

Birst Business Analytics

Infor Intelligent Open Network (ION)

Infor OS is comprised of a number of key products within the Infor

architecture:

 

It’s these mainstream products that help to define business processes and bring it all together,

alongside productivity and artificial intelligence, to offer operational insights that have, up until

now, never been accessible before.

 

This brochure will explore each of these products in more detail to provide you with a clear insight

into the functionality of Infor OS and how the system is built to help optimise your business

processes and structure.

 

Let’s start by taking a look at the overall Infor OS platform and how it helps transform businesses

through the use of technology to gain competitive advantage in the marketplace.



INFOR OS

One

single platform

offering endless

opportunities to

make technology a

competitive

advantage

Your business is growing

The industry is evolving

Customer demands and needs are continuously

changing

Your workforce is shifting & dynamics evolving 

THE CHALLENGES YOU MAY FACE

 

 

THE SOLUTION

 

Infor OS. 

 

An operating service that’s built for business continuity

and growth. A system that will prepare your operational

infrastructure for the future, and serve as the platform to

provide your ecosystem with seamless integration, a

unified user experience and organisation wide agility.

 

Offering all the real-time information you need to drive

your business and propel it to the next level.
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INFOR OS: FEATURES & BENEFITS
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SYSTEMS THAT BEND WITHOUT BREAKING

Infor OS is based on the architecture of the internet: flexible, scalable, adaptable and open. One

application can be upgraded, replaced or even fail without taking your entire network down.

TURN INFORMATION INTO ACTION

Infor OS’s Data Lake and data visualisation capabilities work across systems to deliver

information automatically based on users’ specific roles and priorities.

BE PREPARED

For whatever opportunities or challenges come next. Infor OS gives you the flexibility to add to and

modify systems as your business grows, while cloud deployment provides a secure, cost effective,

simplified and future-proof, innovative infrastructure.

WORK YOUR WAY

Personalised and customisable homepages for specific roles, teams or areas of interest within your

business aggregate processes and delivers information automatically to users, while single-sign-on

(SSO) and a consumer-inspired user interface make applications easy, intuitive and fun to use.

SPECIALISE WITHOUT CUSTOMISING

Infor OS serves as the foundation for Infor’s broad, deep and industry focused solution portfolio.

From pre-built industry analytics to industry-driven business processes, roles and views – you get

specialised functionality without limiting and expensive customisations.

WORK SMARTER

Infor OS embeds collaboration, document management and business process management within

enterprise systems to support real-time collaboration and information sharing.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT INFOR OS

https://www.infor.com/en-gb/products/infor-os


Infor Coleman Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Artificial Intelligence that maximises human potential

AI trained on diverse network, enterprise

graph & industry specific data sets

Conversational UX with chat, voice & image

recognition

Embedded within Infor Cloudsuite™

applications

Deep domain & industry knowledge        

Incorporates network data to serve the

needs of human minds & make connected

devices infinitely smarter

Assists you in helping you to do your job

exponentially better

Named after the inspirational physicist and

mathematician Katherine Coleman Johnson,

whose endeavours helped NASA land on the

moon, Infor Coleman is a powerful AI system

designed specifically with business users in

mind. Built upon a foundation of industry-

specific data, it helps you to work smarter and

faster. 

 

This intelligent tool will assist with executing

tasks, recommending sales offers, predicting

potential problems and offering solutions of

how to resolve or prevent these issues, and

adjusting production schedules accordingly -

at any given moment.

 

HIGHLIGHTS
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AUGMENTATION

A powerful and cognitive intelligence system to enable future capabilities

across any device. Coleman AI processes your data through networked

business intelligence tools, analytics and machine learning to help make

better, more informed decisions.

 

AUTOMATION

Instantly sources data, automates manufacturing processes and optimises

workflows – giving you time to focus on business priorities that create

efficiency gains, resulting in significant cost savings for your organisation.

 

INTUITIVE ADVICE

Learns more about your business by asking intelligent questions and

translating syntax to narrow down options to provide recommendations to

enhance your processes. The more it’s used, the smarter it gets.

COLEMAN AI: FEATURES & BENEFITS

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT COLEMAN AI

https://www.infor.com/en-gb/products/coleman


Infor Data Lake

One source to capture your data-driven business insights

Integrated Infor OS experience

Advanced data ingestion with Infor ION &

Infor ION API Gateway

Intelligent metadata management 

Metadata-driven solution architecture

Leveraged access to the complete Infor

ecosystem

Powers new & flexible data warehousing

strategies

The ability to help solve industry pain points

and challenges requires big data and the

capacity to capture this data from across your

business. With Infor Data Lake, data driven from

across your Infor OS applications becomes a

key ingredient for heightened business success

by providing an end-to-end solution for your

big data needs.

 

Adopting the variety and scale of your

business’s information network, Infor Data Lake

helps drive better decisions, enhanced insights

and experience rapid ROI on your technology

investment. Allowing you to capture and deliver

big data to power your next generation

analytics and machine learning strategy.

 

HIGHLIGHTS
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https://webassets.infor.com/resources/Brochures/Infor-data-lake.pdf
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SCALABLE STORAGE

An infinitely scalable solution, providing a unified storage system to capture

all your data. Achieve business growth with intelligent insights, allowing you

to make more informed decisions, improve business analytics and provide rich

data to build a more powerful machine learning process.

 

INFOR DATA CATALOGUE

Prevents your data infrastructure from becoming a data dumping ground with

intelligent metadata management and a comprehensive suite of user

experiences and services. Helping you to understand the captured data and

enable new ways of making key decisions based on user profiles.

 

DATA LAKE METAGRAPH

An intuitive graphical modelling experience that assists in creating a virtual

network of related information that can be used to drive new, innovative and

flexible data insight based on metadata relationships stored within the Data

Catalogue.

INFOR DATA LAKE: FEATURES & BENEFITS

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT INFOR DATA LAKE

https://www.infor.com/en-gb/products/data-lake


Birst Business Analytics

Networked business intelligence &

advanced analytics platform

Agile semantic layer

Access to information across any device 

Modern cloud architecture

Seamless user experience

Unique approach to improve profitability,

reduce costs, increase revenue & transform

your business

Birst Business Analytics is a cloud based

business intelligence (BI) and analytics tool

that helps organisations to understand and

optimise complex processes in less time than

more traditional methods. Its patented

processes and use of machine learning

technology connects teams and applications

across the entire business, using a trusted

network of insight and analytics – giving you

a more comprehensive outlook on your

processes to help you make smarter decisions

and experience better efficiency gains.

 

HIGHLIGHTS
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Analytics with advanced business insights & intelligence
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NETWORKED BI

Virtualises your analytics and data ecosystem to enable a transformation

switch in your approach to business intelligence. Built on modern cloud

architecture, Birst seamlessly integrates analytics and the power of BI to allow

your data to flow in both directions through a data-as-a-service fabric.

 

ADAPTIVE USER EXPERIENCE

Creates a user experience that adapts to modern working styles allowing you

to reach better decisions – faster. Regardless of what device you use, on

premise or in the cloud, you get the same interface and access to data with this

trusted semantic layer of BI.

 

EMBEDDED BI 

Delivers a comprehensive platform that combines data management with

visual analytics. Giving you the functionality to help embed it into your

application and create revenue.

BIRST ANALYTICS: FEATURES & BENEFITS

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT BI ANALYTICS

https://www.infor.com/en-gb/products/birst


Infor Intelligent Open Network (ION)

Powerful middleware to simplify enterprise software integration

Easily integrate software applications

Create workflows and alerts that improve

exception management

Design, monitor & change business

processes without IT involvement

Drives business process integration & event

management capabilities of Infor OS

Easily monitor your entire business to

overcome escalating complexities & save

costs

Access to information in real-time & system

maintenance is less costly or complex

Infor ION delivers new possibilities for

streamlining, simplifying and accelerating

every aspect of your business by integrating

all your technology systems, allowing them to

operate as a unified platform. You’ll get

access to the information you need quicker, to

take action faster and gain visibility of

everything happening within your business in

real-time, as it happens. Infor ION offers an

unparalleled scope of unified and powerful

functions that run simultaneously with

integrated systems that combine with

business intelligence to deliver an intelligent,

intuitive user interface – providing long-term

sustainability to optimise your return on

technology investments. 

 

HIGHLIGHTS
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SIMPLIFY INTEGRATION

Easily integrate your Infor and non-Infor enterprise systems – be it on

premise, cloud-based or both. Allowing you to streamline your business

process flows to improve performance, this powerful technology provides a

simple, scalable platform to help achieve unparalleled end-to-end

efficiency.

 

MOBILE VISIBILITY OF BUSINESS ISSUES

Monitor critical business issues, from sales opportunities to production

challenges, across any mobile device – putting information at the fingertips

of those who need to monitor and administer Infor ION applications,

anytime and anywhere.

 

AUTOMATE NOTIFICATIONS & ALERTS

Automatically alert users to key issues and proactively monitor and manage

workflow status and document traffic, identify workflow exceptions, monitor

key performance indicators and gain visibility into your entire operational

network efficiency.

INFOR ION: FEATURES & BENEFITS

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT INFOR ION

https://www.infor.com/en-gb/products/ion
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How Can In2grate Help You?

Technical expertise and knowledge held by our own

Infor consultants help leverage Infor OS for large

scale integrations via:

Delivery of projects on time and within budget &

with the use of Infor’s technology stack, ability to

reduce the development and on-going support costs

by over 60%  

Accelerate your digital transformation journey by

eliminating paper-based workflows  

Experience of working with the full Infor technology

stack means our team of certified consultants can

help your adoption of the Infor OS model and

configure and deploy any workflow in quick

timescales

In2grate’s Output Management System works

seamlessly with Infor Document Management (IDM)

Data Capture which uses OCR to create business

object instances with approved workflows with your

ERP system

Ability to help leverage this technology to automate

the creation of supplier invoices using your existing

ERP platform

- Salesforce & Infor ERP integration

- Infor ERP integration with 3PL provider

- Infor ERP integration with Warranty Management

systems

- EDI integrations in automotive and aerospace

verticals

 

As  Si lver  Cert i f ied  In for  partners ,  we ' re  pr imed
and  ready  to  help  you  exper ience  new
capabi l i t ies  that  turns  disrupt ive  technology
into  compet i t ive  advantage  and  dr ives  business
growth.  Helping  you  to  bui ld  a  sol id  foundat ion
of  innovat ion,  t ransformat ion,  accelerat ion  and
ul t imately  -  success .
 

Here ’s  how  we  can  help  you:



CALL 

020 7881 2500

EMAIL

marketing@in2grate.com

VISIT

www.in2grate.com

In2grate Service & Support

Installation & configuration of Infor OS, System I workforce and System I Manager

Single-Sign-On (SSO) configuration with your existing Infor ERP system

3 day tailor-made training package & guidance on how to effectively use Infor OS using

your specific use case

Completion of user case, documentation and deployment

As part of our endeavour to support your journey of digital transformation, our value-added

services include:

 

The Infor OS platform, supported by the In2grate service, delivers technology that doesn't

just go beyond enabling business - it drives it, and puts the user at the epicentre of every

experience. The result? A connected, intelligent network that automates, anticipates,

predicts and informs your stakeholders and unifies your business processes.

 

If you’d like to see how your business can excel using this intuitive, intelligent platform -

get in touch and start your journey towards digital transformation today!

START YOUR JOURNEY

https://www.in2grate.com/company/speak-to-an-expert
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